
 
 

HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN SESSION CASE 

IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL SESSION JUDGE BILASIPARA 

Present:- Smti S. Bhuyan, AJS 

       Additional Session Judge, Bilasipara 

Session Case No- 70 of 07 

u/s 447/325/307/149 of IPC 

                                              STATE 

                                               Versus 

1. Sayed Ali @ Mayej Ali  

S/O Lt. Momer Ali 

2. Kismat Ali 

S/O Lt. Momer Ali 

3. Nazrul Hoque 

S/O Lt. Bahej Mondal 

4. Kader Goni 

S/O Sukur Ali  

5. Nizam Ali 

S/O Lt. Binat Ali Mondal 

6. Rofiqul Islam 

S/O Surat Ali  

7. Hussain Ali 

S/O Lt. Rahman Ali Sk. 

8. Aynal Hoque 

S/O Lt. Bahej Uddin 

9. Sarbesh Ali 

S/O Lt. Momir Ali 

10. Mazid Ali 

S/O Lt. Arfan Ali 

11. Jamal Uddin @ Jamal Sk. 

S/O Lt. Monoruddin 

12. Kashem Ali 

S/O Lt. Rahman Ali 
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13. Harmuj Ali 

S/O Lt. Momer Ali 

14. Sukur Ali 

S/O Lt. Akkel Ali 

15.  Julhas Ali 

S/O Lt. Rahman Ali  

16. Faraz Ali 

S/O Lt. Alfaz Uddin Sk. 

17. Asur Uddin 

S/O Lt. Akkel Ali Mondal 

18. Surat Ali 

S/O Lt. Akkel Ali Mondal 

19. Elahi Sk. 

S/O Lt. Tufaina Sk. 

20. Mohez Ali 

S/O lt. Bahej Uddin 

21. Sanowar Ali 

S/O Faraz Ali 

22. Solim Uddin 

S/O Jamal Uddin 

23.  Sayed Ali 

S/O Lt. Saman Ali 

24.  Hazrat Ali 

S/O Lt. Nayan Ali 

25. Nasir Ali 

S/O Kitab Ali 

26. Asmat Ali 

S/O Jamal Uddin 

27. Moynal Hoque @ Moinal Hoque 

S/O Faraz Ali  

28. Rahim Mondal @ Rahimuddin  

S/O Lt. Shah Alom Mondal 

29. Gajnabi Sk. 

S/O Lt. Sorfan Ali 
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30. Anar Ali 

S/O Faraz Ali 

31. Karim Ali 

S/O Lt. Sahar Ali 

32. Rustam Ali 

S/O Lt. Sorfan Ali 

33. Joynuddin Sk @ Jayeruddin 

S/O Hussain Ali 

34. Chapiar Rahman 

S/O Kismot Ali 

35. Chayful Sk. @ Soyful 

S/O Lt. Faraz Ali 

36. Samad Ali 

S/O Kismat Ali 

37. Abu Salam 

S/O Kashem Ali 

38. Nur Mohammad 

S/O Lt. Intaz Ali 

39. Mohar Ali 

S/O Lt. Intaz Ali 

40. Ajahar Ali 

S/O Lt. Hamed Ali 

41. Nadu Sk. 

S/O Lt. Abdul Sk. 

42. Kuddus Ali @ Kaddus 

S/O Lt. Nayan Ali 

43. Mollah Mondal @ Mollah Sk 

S/O Lt. Akkel Ali 

44. Moinal Hoque 

S/O Mozid Ali 

45. Chan Miah @ Chana Mia 

S/O Lt. Tufaina Sk. 

46. Mazam Ali 

S/O Lt. Nayer Ali 
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47. Sonaullah Sk. @ Sonaullah 

S/O Lt. Nayan Ali  

48. Gias Ali @ Giasuddin 

S/O Lt. Intaz Ali 

49. Lalchan Sk. @ Lal Sk 

S/O Lt. Tufaina Sk. 

50. Falu Sk. 

S/O Kashem Ali 

51. Jamal Mondal @ Jamal Sk. 

S/O Lt. Akkel Ali 

52. Fazal Hoque 

S/O Lt. Bahej Uddin 

All are resident of vill- Boalkamri Pt I 

PS- Bilasipara, Dist- Dhubri, Assam 

                                            Accused persons 

(Committed by Smt. M. Deb, then learned SDJM (M), Bilasipara in GR case No- 

288C/97 u/s 447/325/307/149 IPC) 

Advocate appeared:- 

For the state:-       Mr. Sorhab Ali, A.P.P 

For the accused:-   Mr.  Rabiul Islam, Advocate. 

Date of institution of the case    :- 21-04-97 

Date of commitment            :- 08-06-07 

Date of Framing charge          :- 05-12-12 

Date of prosecution evidence   :- 17-02-14, 02-06-14, 01-07-14, 06-09-14 

         23-09-14 

Statement of accused recorded on :- 19-11-18, 10-12-18,14-12-18 

Date of Argument                      :- 06-03-19 

Judgment delivered                 :- 20-03-19 
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JUDGMENT   

1.   The brief fact of the case as revealed from Ext-1, complaint petition is 

that on 23-12-96 at about 07.00 am accused person named herein above with 

deceased accused persons (Saha Alom, Surhab Ali, Sahjahahan Ali, Golzar Ali) 

along with 100/150 another people assembled armed with deadly weapons with 

object to illegally evict Abbas Ali from his land and criminally trespassed into the 

land of Abbas Ali. When Abbas Ali and his 7 other relative restrained accused 

persons, they with intent to kill Abbas Ali chased him. To that Abbas Ali and his 

men run to save their life but accused persons followed Abbas Ali and his men 

and in the adjacent land of complainant’s compound, accused persons 

gheraoed Abbas Ali and his men, attacked and started beating. Hearing 

shouting of Abbas Ali and accused persons, complainant got up from his bed 

and witnessed the incident from his front courtyard and from distance he asked 

both sides to stop fighting. Due to fighting incident Abbas Ali, Yasin Ali, Hosen 

Ali sustained injury. By the time several other people of that area arrived at 

place of occurrence and accused persons left the place of occurrence. It is the 

further statement of the complainant that he went to Bilasipara police station, 

lodged written ejahar and within 5 minutes of his lodging ejahar, accused Nur 

Mohammad, Aynal, Sukur Ali, Julhas appeared at Bilasipara PS and lodged 

ejahar and he is arrested in connection with case filed by accused on that very 

day and he was produced before Ld. Magistrate in connection with Bilasipara PS 

case no. 190/96. Thereafter after release from jail he filed complain before the 

Court against the accused person. 

2. This case set on motion on the complaint petition filed by Saimuddin 

Ahmed u/s 200 Cr.P.C dated 22-04-97 before the Ld. CJM, Dhubri and Ld. CJM, 

Dhubri transferred the complaint petition to Ld. SDJM(S), Dhubri for trial. In the 

complaint petition complainant Saimuddin made statement that on 23-12-96 he 

lodged ejahar at Bilasipara PS but police did not investigated the case. 

Accordingly, then Ld. SDJM(S), Dhubri called for a police report u/s 210 Cr.P.C 

and O/C Bilasipara vide his report dated 03-07-97 submitted no ejahar was 

lodged at Bilasipara PS by Saimuddin Ahmed but on the same day Sukkur Ali 

S/O Akkel Ali lodged written ejahar against the complainant Saimuddin and 

others and in the incident Sabed Ali succumbed to his injury and Moinul Hoque, 

Bahez Mondal, Nazrul Ali, Sayed Ali, Asuruddin Sk, Mozid Ali injured and they 

were sent to Bilasipara hospital. One Yasin S/O Md. Saimuddin also came to 
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police station and he was also send to Bilasipara SHC but he run away from the 

Bilasipara SHC hearing news of death of Sabed Ali. 

3. After receiving the police report from O/C Bilasipara PS u/s 210 Cr.P.C. 

with regard to no formal ejahar at the police station from the complainant or 

from Yasin so thus there was no police case registered at Bilasipara police 

station, Ld. S.D.J.M(S), Dhubri made an enquiry and recorded statement of 

complainant u/s 200 Cr.P.C and  other witnesses u/s 202 Cr.P.C , proceeded the 

case took cognizance against the accused persons named in the complaint 

petition u/s 447/149/325/307 IPC on 14-12-99, issued process to accused 

persons and after appearance of all the accused persons committed the case 

for trial before Ld. Sessions Judge, Dhubri and Ld. Sessions Judge, Dhubri 

made over the case to Ld. Addl. Sessions Judge, Dhubri for trial and finally 

transferred the case to this court for trial as jurisdiction fall under Bilasipara.  

4. Then Ld. Addl. Sessions Judge, Dhubri on appearance of all the accused 

persons and hearing ld. counsel for both sides and on perusal of material on 

record framed charge  u/s 447/325/307/149 IPC and same is read over and 

explained to the accused persons to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed 

to be tried. After framing of charge, then Ld. Addl. Sessions Judge, Dhubri 

made over the case to this court for trial. 

5. In order to prove the prosecution charges against the accused persons, 

prosecution adduce evidence of all together 6 numbers of witnesses and 

exhibited 7 numbers of documents. PW-1 Soiam Uddin Ahmed, PW-2 Habibar 

Rahman, PW-3 Abbas Ali, PW-4 Sayed Ali, PW-5 Ismail Sk and PW-6 

Hakimuddin SK. Ext-1 Complaint petition, Ext-2 Statement of PW-1 recorded u/s 

200 Cr.P.C, Ext-3 Statement of PW-2 recorded u/s 202 Cr.P.C,  Ext-4  

Statement of PW-3 recorded u/s 202 Cr.P.C, Ext-5 statement of PW-4 recorded 

u/s 202 Cr.P.C and Ext-6 Statement of PW-5 recorded u/s 202 Cr.P.C. After 

closure of the prosecution evidence, statement of the accused persons recorded 

u/s 313 Cr.P.C. Accused plea is total denial, however declined to adduced 

evidence in support of the plea of denial. 

6. I have heard argument of Ld. Counsel for both sides. It has been 

argued by the Ld. A.P.P that prosecution by adducing evidence of informant 

and injured persons established the case against the accused persons. 

Countering the same Ld. Defence counsel submitted that evidence on record is 

not sufficient to book the accused person under the prosecution charges and 
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accused persons to save their skin from the case filed by the accused with 

regard to murder of Hazrat Ali filed this false case. Ld counsel submitted all the 

injured were produced to prove the plea of injury sustained by Yasin, Abbas 

and Hosen and no injury report to establish the fact of sustaining the injury by 

them is at all produced and ocular evidence is not specific and clear what injury 

actually sustained. Ld counsel further pointed that it is the complainant, Abbas, 

Yasin, Hosen and few other caused death of two person of the accused side 

and to safe their skin from the murder case trial, complainant filed this case and 

therefore there is no injury report of the Yasin, Abbas and Hosen and evidence 

of Yasin and Hosen not produced fearing that during cross by the accused true 

facts will come and withholding of the testimonies of Yasin and Hosen give 

benefit to the accused persons and prosecution charge against the accused 

persons not at all established. 

7.                                POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:- 

i. Whether present accused persons on 23-12-96 at about 07.00 am 

formed an unlawful assembly and being the members of unlawful 

assembly and in prosecution of the common object of that assembly, 

criminally trespassed into the paddy field of Abbas Ali of village 

Buwal Kamuri Pt I under Bilasipara PS? 

ii. Whether present accused persons on 23-12-96 at about 07.00 am 

formed an unlawful assembly and being the members of unlawful 

assembly and in prosecution of the common object of that assembly, 

assaulted Abbas Ali and others voluntarily causing grievous hurt? 

iii. Whether present accused persons on 23-12-96 at about 07.00 am 

formed an unlawful assembly and being the members of unlawful 

assembly and in prosecution of the common object of that assembly, 

assaulted Abbas Ali and others voluntarily causing grievous hurt in 

order to finish their life? 

iv. Whether present accused persons on 23-12-96 at about 07.00 am 

formed an unlawful assembly and being the members of unlawful 

assembly and in prosecution of the common object of that assembly, 

committed the said offences? 
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DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASON THERE OF 

8.  PW-1 Soim Uddin Ahmed deposed he knows all the accused persons 

and incident occurred in the year 1996 on 23-12-96. He deposed on the day of 

incident at about 07.00 am, one Mazid Ali went to the land of Abbas Ali for 

ploughing. At that time his nephew Abbas Ali with Yunus, Yasin, Asmot, Hatem 

Ali and other resisted Mazid Ali for ploughing and then Mazid Ali left the place.  

Abbas Ali, Yunus, Yasin, Asmot, Hatem were going in eastern side of the river 

and on the other side of the river, accused Julhas, Sarvesh Ali, Kismot, Ainal 

Hoque, Sukur Ali, Shah Alom, Surat Ali, Rofiqul Islam, Liyasuddin and others 

were going. When Abbas Ali along with others crossed the river, accused 

persons came there and they started beating his nephew Abbas Ali and others 

with fala, lathi etc. and as a result Abbas, Hussain, Yasin sustained injuries. He 

deposed injuries were normal and his nephew & others were taken to hospital 

for treatment at Bilasipara. He deposed later on he came to know that accused 

persons filed a murder case against him and others and police arrested him and 

others. He deposed he was arrested on 23-12-96. Thereafter they were 

released on bail and after 4 months, he lodged complaint petition before the 

court of CJM, Dhubri against the present accused persons comprising of 58 

persons.  He deposed Ext-1 is complaint petition and Ext-1(1) to Ext-1(7) are 

his signatures. He further deposed his statement was recorded before the 

Magistrate vide Ext-2. In cross he stated he had lodged the complaint petition 

after 3 months of the incident and he had not submitted injury report of any of 

the injured.  He stated Sukur Ali lodged one police case vide no. 190/96 against 

him and other 21 accused persons in connection with murder of Sabed Ali, 

Moinul Hoque & Asaruddin. He stated Yusuf Ali and Abed Ali only present at the 

time of incident and they were not made witness in this case. He further stated 

he did not made Abdul Mazid as witness in this case. He denied accused 

persons did not cause injury to him, Abbas Ali, Hussain Ali, Yachin Ali and 

others ;he had lodged the case against the accused persons in order to save 

from the cross case; he had lodged the complaint against all the accused 

persons in order to save from murder case lodged against them.  

9. PW-2 Habibar Rahman deposed he knows complainant and accused 

persons. On the day of incident while he was going by a cycle, he saw 

gathering of many people in the river bank of Sankosh but he did not go there 

and went to his house. He deposed Ext-3 is his statement made before the 
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court and Ext-3 (1) is his signature. In cross he stated he does not know 

anything about the incident.  

10. PW-3 Abbas Ali deposed incident occurred in the month of December, 

1996 in the early morning at about 06.00 to 06.30 a.m and he knows all the 

accused persons. He deposed after getting up from bed in the morning, he 

went to river Sankosh accompanying his younger brother Yachin Ali. He 

deposed he resides in the western side of the river and his ploughing land is 

situated in the eastern side of the river Sankosh and same is seen from the 

western side of the river. His brother Yachin Ali told him that he saw some 

persons ploughing in his paddy field situated in the opposite side of the river. 

He stated he has also seen some persons were ploughing in his paddy field. 

Then he told Yachin, Asmat, Hussain Ali, Esab Ali, Abed Ali about the incident. 

Thereafter, he along with them crossed the river to see incident. After reaching 

the paddy field, he found Mazid ploughing in his paddy field. On being asked, 

Mazid told him that One Aynal, Julhas, Sukur, Nur Mohammad, Mollah, Sarbesh 

and many others had allowed him to plough in his land. Then he asked Mazid 

not to plough in his land and accordingly Mazid left his paddy field. After 

sometime he saw Aynal, Julhas, Sarbesh, Hussain Ali, Nur Mohammad, Mollah, 

Giasuddin, Sukkur and many others running towards them armed with batam, 

fala, lathi and others weapons. Seeing them, he along with others also started 

running towards his home but those persons had restrained them and started 

beating as they could not escape from that place. He deposed Julhas & Sabesh 

hit his brother Yachin Ali. Yachin fell down on the ground and blood was oozing 

out. Aynal tried to assault him by fala but he could manage to escape. Sukkur 

Ali pelted stones on his leg but it does not hit on his leg. He deposed he saw 

accused persons beating his other fellow mates and accused persons hit on the 

head of Yachin and Yachin received grievous injuries. He deposed Hussain Ali 

also injured in the incident and both Yachin and Hussain were taken to the 

hospital for treatment. He deposed later on, his uncle lodged complaint petition 

before Ld. CJM, Dhubri and he appeared before the Ld. Magistrate and stated 

about the incident and Ext-4 is his statement made before the Magistrate. In 

cross he stated accused Sukkur Ali also lodged a case in respect of the same 

incident against them. Accused Sukkur Ali lodged the case for commission of 

murder of Asiruddin, Moinal and Sabed Ali. He stated the name of village where 

his paddy field is situated is Boalkamri Pt I and there are about 100-150 houses 
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situated at the Boalkamri village. He stated at the time of deposing his initial 

statement before the Magistrate, he did not produce any land document in 

respect of his paddy field where occurrence was took place. He stated he 

cannot remember the dag and Khatian numbers and descriptions of his paddy 

field but he paid revenue in respect of said paddy field. He stated his brother 

Yachin and Hussain Ali were treated at Bilasipara State Dispensary but at the 

time of giving statement before the Magistrate, he did not produce any medical 

documents regarding their treatment for the injuries. He stated accused Mozid 

Ali knows the entire incident of the occurrence.  Esab Ali and Abed Ali are the 

neutral persons who know about the incident and Abed Ali resides in their 

village and Esab Ali resides in village Nayeralga. He denied they had lodged the 

complaint against the accused persons in order to get rid from the cross case 

lodged by Sukkur Ali.   

11. PW-4 Sayed Ali deposed he knows complainant and accused persons. 

About 17/18 years back on the day of incident he was going towards market for 

selling vegetables. While going towards market, he found 5/6 persons running 

hither and tither towards southern side from the eastern side of the river 

Sankosh and he saw 50/60 numbers of people running hither and thither from 

the southern side towards the western side of the river Sankosh. He deposed 

both the parties were quarrelling and scuffling with each other. He told both the 

parties not to quarrel but they did not listen to him. Some of the persons 

jumped into the water and thereafter both the parties started assaulting each 

other. He deposed Nur Mohammad was standing with an iron rod and he saw 

him assaulting Asiruddin by iron rod on his head. Seeing incident he 

immediately run away from the place of occurrence out of fear and went to 

market. He deposed on that incident, He found Sukur Ali, Giasuddin, Hurmuj 

Baheti and Sarbesh at the place of occurrence. He further deposed earlier he 

had made statement before the Magistrate at Dhubri. Ext-5 is his statement 

made before the Magistrate and he put his thumb impression in Ext-5. In cross 

he stated the place of occurrence is about 1 1½ mile away from his house. The 

place of occurrence is surrounded by houses of many people but the exact 

place of occurrence is open place. He stated he does not know the reason of 

the dispute between the parties and he heard that 3 murders took place in the 

said incident. He denied he did not see Nur Mohammad assaulting and hitting 

Asiruddin by rod. 
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12. PW-5 Ismail Sk. deposed  incident  was took place about 16/17 years 

back in the morning hour at about 07.00 am on the side of river Sankosh. He 

deposed he had witnessed some persons coming towards the river side and 

parties entered into quarrel and assaulting each other and hue and cry took 

place at the place of occurrence. He deposed earlier he had made statement 

before the Ld. S.D.J.M, Dhubri as CW-11 and Ext-6 is his statement. In cross 

he stated he heard that in the incident 3 accused persons were killed. One 

Asuruddin, Sabad Ali and Moinal Hoque succumbed to their injuries in that 

incident but he cannot say who had killed whom.  

13. PW-6 Hakimuddin Sk. deposed he knows complainant and accused 

persons. He deposed on the day of incident at about 07.00 pm he went to 

paddy field. While coming from paddy field, some boys told him that quarrel 

took place near the Sankosh river. Accordingly he went to the river side of river 

Sankosh and saw huge gathering of people. Later on he heard that incident 

took place as a result of land dispute and the land was belonged to one 

Bahaluddin, brother of complainant.  He deposed in the evening he again heard 

that three persons namely Asuruddin, Sabed Ali and Moinul Hoque were killed 

in that incident. He deposed earlier he made statement before the Magistrate 

and Ext-7 is his statement made before the Magistrate and Ext-7(1) is his 

signature. In cross he stated he cannot recollect what statement he made 

before the Magistrate. He did not see any injury and assault. He stated 3 

deceased persons were belonged to the group of accused persons. He further 

stated he heard that murder case is pending against the accused Soimuddin 

Master @ Ahmed and his companion. 

14. PW-1 in his complaint petition stated both sides fight on his land that is 

adjacent to his house and he saw incident from the front courtyard of his 

house. While adducing evidence before the court he did not state the exact 

place where incident of fighting was took place. He deposed Mazid went to 

ploughing in the land of Abbas, and then Abbas Yunus, Yasin, Asmot, Hatem 

with others went there and resisted Mazid not to plough, Mazid left the place, 

thereafter Abbas, Yunus, Yasin, Asmot, Hatem gone to eastern side of the river, 

on the other side of the river accused Julhas, Sarhab, Kismot, Ainal, Sukur, 

Shah Alom, Surat, Rofiqul, Liyas Uddin and others were going. Abbas and 

others crossed the river and accused person came there and started fighting. 

Reading of the complaint petition Ext-1 together with the testimony of PW-1, it 
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is clearly coming out that no incident as alleged by the PW-1 on his land 

adjacent to his house was took place and he get up from bed hearing shouting 

of both side, came out from his house to front courtyard and witness incident 

from the front courtyard of his house. Thus the testimony of PW-1 does not 

substantiate his statement made in the complaint petition with regard to the 

place of occurrence and same does not inspire confidence. 

15. According to PW-1 as per his statement made in Ext-1 complaint 

petition, accused person caused injury on Yasin, Abbas on his field and accused 

person chased them from the land of Abbas to his land and started beating 

after gheraoing Abbas, Yasin and his men on his land. Thus the story made in 

the Ext-1 by the PW-1 is not match with the statement of PW-3 Abbas and is in 

consistent with the statement of PW-1. 

16. PW-1 testimony shown, later on he came to know accused filing murder 

case against him, he was arrested on 23-12-96. Thereafter, about 4 month of 

the incident, he lodged complaint case in the court of Ld. CJM, Dhubri. This 

piece of statement bring another fact that he did not went to Bilasipara PS to 

lodge ejahar as stated in his complaint petition Ext-1. Thus, the statement of 

PW-1 made in Ext-1 is not proved and same are not consistent with his 

testimony. His cross examination clearly pointed he was not present at place of 

occurrence and he did not witness the incident and his testimonies before the 

court and statement made in ext-1 complaint petition is appear to be improved 

after thought story and because of this fact there is differences in his statement 

before the court at the time of adducing evidence and while making statement 

in the complaint petition.  

17. Testimony of PW-2 does not bring any material in favour of the 

prosecution. His evidence is that he saw large gathering of people in the river 

bank of Sankosh. Prosecution exhibited statement of PW-2 u/s 202 Cr.P.C as 

exhibit-3 to prove the prosecution charge against the accused persons. When 

statement of the PW-3 was recorded u/s 202 Cr.P.C defence did not get chance 

to cross examine them as such value of the statement u/s 202 Cr.P.C is that of 

the statement of the witness recorded by an investigating officer u/s 161 Cr.P.C 

and therefore, ext-3 cannot be used against the accused as a tool to hold 

accused guilty. In this case PW-2 did not utter any of the statement made by 

him in his earlier statement and the statement recorded u/s 202 Cr.P.C has no 

evidentiary value and it cannot be acted upon.  
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18. PW-1 informant deposed only Yusuf Ali and Abed Ali were present at the 

time of incident. PW-1 stated accused person Julhas, Sarbesh Ali, Kismot, Aynal 

Hoque, Sukur Ali, Shah Alom, Surat Ali, Rofiqul Islam, Liyasuddin and others 

came and beat Abbas and others with Fala, Lathi etc. and Abbas, Hussain, 

Yasin sustained injury. Testimony of PW-1 does not specifically shown where 

that is on which part of body of Abbas, Hussain and Yasin sustained injury. Had 

these 56 accused persons with 100/150 another person’s mercilessly beaten 3 

persons, namely Abbas, Hussain and Yasin, then none would have survive and 

if they survived, they must have sustained serious critical injury but there is no 

injury report of the injured Abbas, Hussain and Yasin submitted either by the 

injured of by the complainant. Statement of Yasin and Hussain not produced 

before the court to adduce their piece of evidence. Abbas did not stated he had 

sustained injury. Thus statement of PW-1 not at all reliable and acceptable 

piece of evidence. 

19. Statement of PW-3 Abbas pointed after getting up from bed in the 

morning at about 06.00- 06.30 am he straight way went to river side of river 

Sankosh and his brother Yasin told him that he saw some person ploughing on 

his land present in the eastern side of the river Sankosh and he too seen the 

same. Then he told same to Yasin, Asmat, Hussain, Esab and Abed and all of 

them crossed river and found Mozid ploughing the land and on being asking, 

Mazid told he was directed to plough by Aynal, Julhas, Sukur, Nur Mohammad, 

Mollah, Sarbesh and other and then they restrained Mozid and Mozid left. 

Thereafter Aynal, Giasuddin, Sukur, Julhas, Mollah, Nur Mohammad and many 

others were come running with batam, fala, lathi and started beating them.  

20. PW-3 stated in cross he does not know dag and Khatian no and 

description of the land. PW-3 Abbas who claimed the disputed land to be his 

own land and filed case do not know the particulars of the land, its dag no, 

patta no, Khatian no and description of the land. That means PW-3 is not the 

true owner of the disputed land. The boundary of the disputed land that is 

claimed by PW-1 as his land is not described by him while adducing statement 

before the court nor by the informant in his complaint petition and he do not 

know the description of the land. PW-3 claimed possession of the disputed land 

but did not adduce either oral or documentary evidence such as revenue receipt 

boundary men of the disputed land to establish his possession over disputed 

land. Statement of PW-3 is that he came to river side immediately getting up 
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from the bed and seen some one on his land from other side of the river bank 

and then he came to other side of the river bank with his fellow men. A man 

came to river side just after awakening from sleep without any call by other to 

inform any incident is not believable and his coming to river side give hint of 

starting the incident. His in-chief pointed when he came to the disputed land, 

accused persons were not present at place of occurrence that is on the 

disputed land. It is further evidence from the in-chief of PW-3 Abbas that when 

he saw Mazid was ploughing over the land he did not witness the accused 

persons and Mazid was not guarded by the accused persons. According to PW-3 

Mazid left the place when he forbid him to plough. To him it was Mazid who 

told him that accused persons asked him to plough over the land but he made 

Mazid as an accused of the case. Thus give foul smell in the story depicted and 

narrated by the complainant and PW-3 and same is not reliable, believable and 

therefore not acceptable.    

21. Claim of PW-3 is that Mozid plough over his land as per command of 

Julhas, Santesh, Sukur, Nur Mohammad, Mollah, Aynal and others but he failed 

to show his right, possession over the disputed land. It is PW-3 and at his 

command Yasin, Esab, Abed, Hussain crossed the river, went other side of the 

Bank, restrained Mozid to plough over the land and thereafter fighting was took 

place between the two groups. There is 56 no. of total accused person named 

by PW-1, PW-3 and claimed that 56 no. of persons assaulted them but PW-3, 

Yasin, Abbas did not sustain any critical injury and evidence of PWs pointed 3 

persons of accused group died and Sukur Lodged one case. Thereafter, police 

arrested PW-1, PW-3, Yasin, Abbas and other and then PW-1 filed the 

complaint petition before Ld. CJM, Dhubri after four month of the incident. That 

alone pointed that late filing of the complaint petition may be due to 

afterthought story and there is every possibility of fabrication, concoction of the 

story made by PW-1 in his complaint petition and there is every possibility of 

making improvement in the case. The complaint of the present case is 

submitted after release of the complainant PW-1, PW-3, PW-4, Yasin, Abbas 

from jail in connection with the murder filed by accused Sukur Ali.  

22. It is the testimony of PW-1 and PW-3 that Esab, Abed know the incident 

and they are present at the place of occurrence but their evidence is not 

produced before the court. Yasin, Abbas stated to be injured of the case but 

Yasin, Abbas are also not produced before the court to record their statement. 
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Thus, prosecution by not adducing the testimony of Eusub, Abed Yasin, Abbas 

before the court not able to unfurl the true fact of the case and testimony of 

PW-1 and PW-3 does not inspire confidence.  

23.  Testimony of PW-4 pointed group clash and fighting between the 

parties of two groups. His further evidence shown he asked both parties people 

not to fight amongst them. His evidence does not bring on record that 56 no. of 

the accused persons named by PW-1 assaulted Yasin, Abbas and PW-3. He did 

not substantiate his statement made u/s 202 Cr.P.C before the Ld. Magistrate 

and statement of PW-4 u/s 202 Cr.P.C has no evidentiary value because 

defence did not get chance to cross examine him and value of this statement is 

equivalent to the statement u/s 161 Cr.P.C.  

24. The plea of PW-1 and PW-3 is that Asiruddin is the man of accused side 

and Sukur lodged ejahar against the PW-1, PW-3 and others for murder of 

Asiruddin and others. PW-5 and PW-6 also stated fighting between two groups, 

that is in between accused side and PW-1 side. None of their witnesses stated 

Mazid ploughing on PW-3’s land. PW-6 deposed land in dispute belonged to one 

Bahaluddin, brother of PW-1 but PW-1 did not state land belonged to his 

brother. PW-1 even not stated taking place of fighting at land in dispute. PW-1 

deposed fighting took place in the adjacent land of his house and accused 

person chased PW-3, Abbas, Yasin and others to that land but testimony of PW-

3 pointed Mazid ploughing on PW-3’s land, they went there and fighting took 

place near the disputed land. Thus the story depicted by PW-1, PW-3 bring two 

different piece of disputed land and two different place of occurrence. With 

regard to the fact of injury no evidence relating to what injury sustained, on 

which part of the body, nature of the injury, who had caused injury to whom, 

weapon used by the accused to cause injury are all unanswered. Statement of 

PW-5 and PW-5 does not produces any material that accused persons assaulted 

Abbas, Yasin and Hosen (Hussain). There piece of evidence pointed fighting 

between two groups and they witness the incident of fighting when they are 

passing near to the place of occurrence. Their evidence is not specific but 

rather evasive. They did not implicate the accused persons of causing any 

injury on PW-3, Yasin and Hosen (Hussain). 

25.  The essential ingredients of the offence under section 325 IPC are as 

follows- 

i. Accused voluntarily caused hurt; 
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ii. Hurt was grievous within the meaning of section 320 IPC.  

26.   The essential ingredients of the offence under section 307 IPC are as 

follows- 

1. The accused did some act and caused injury; 

2. Such act was done with intention or knowledge that hurt was likely 

to be caused to the victim by the act and such act of the person and 

injury caused to the injured may cause death of the injured.  

In State of Maharashtra Vs. Kashirao (2003) 10 SCC 464, Hon’ble Apex Court 

opined the following ingredients: 

i. That the death of a human being was attempted; 

ii. That such death was attempted to be caused by, or in 

consequences of the act of the accused; and 

iii. That such act was done with the intention of causing death; or 

that it was done with the intention of causing such bodily injury 

as; (a) the accused knew to be likely to cause death; or (b) was 

sufficient in the ordinary course of nature to cause death, or that 

the accused attempted to cause death by doing an act known to 

him to be so imminently dangerous that it must in all probability 

cause (a) death, or (b)such bodily injury as is likely to cause 

death, the accused having no excuse for incurring the risk of 

causing such death or injury 

27. Upon perusal of the statutory provision of law and when evidence on 

record is scanned it is coming out that none of the PWs, even PW-1 and PW-3 

in their evidence stated that accused persons with intent to cause death of PW-

3, Yasin and Hussain assaulted them and caused dangerous injury to them. It is 

not on record that PW-3, Yasin and Hussain sustained any kind of grievous 

injury and or any injury that is dangerous to their life. Intention to kill PW-3, 

Yasin and Hussain by the accused persons not at all coming on record. Rather 

evidence of prosecution revealed that three person of accused Sukur’s relative 

died in the incident and Sukur lodged ejahar against the PW-1, PW-3, Yasin, 

Hussain and some other on the incident of murder of three relative of accused 

Sukur namely Asuruddin, Sabed Ali and Moinul Hoque.  

28. From the entire scrutiny of evidence on record, it is coming out that 

none of the witnesses had seen formation of group by accused persons, 

evidence on record does not pointed the formation of unlawful assembly by 
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accused persons armed with deadly weapons. Hence ingredients of section 149 

I.P.C does not attracted against the present accused persons.  

29. In view of the aforesaid discussion and after evaluation of evidence on 

record, I have come to my judicious finding that prosecution miserably failed to 

bring home charge u/s 447/325/307 IPC against the accused persons Sayed Ali 

@ Mayej Ali, Kismat Ali, Nazrul Hoque, Kader Goni, Nizam Ali, Rofiqul Islam, 

Hussain Ali, Aynal Hoque, Sarbesh Ali, Mazid Ali, Jamal Uddin @ Jamal Sk., 

Kashem Ali, Harmuj Ali, Sukur Ali, Julhas Ali, Faraz Ali, Asur Uddin, Surat Ali, 

Elahi Sk., Mohez Ali, Sanowar Ali, Solim Uddin, Sayed Ali, Hazrat Ali, Nasir Ali, 

Asmat Ali, Moynal Hoque @ Moinal Hoque, Rahim Mondal @ Rahimuddin, 

Gajnabi Sk., Anar Ali, Karim Ali, Rustam Ali, Joynuddin Sk @ Jayeruddin, 

Chapiar Rahman, Chayful Sk. @ Soyful, Samad Ali, Abu Salam, Nur Mohammad, 

Mohar Ali, Ajahar Ali, Nadu Sk., Kuddus Ali @ Kaddus, Mollah Mondal @ Mollah 

Sk, Moinal Hoque, Chan Miah @ Chana Mia, Mazam Ali, Sonaullah Sk. @ 

Sonaullah, Gias Ali @ Giasuddin, Lalchan Sk. @ Lal Sk, Falu Sk., Jamal Mondal 

@ Jamal Sk., Fazal Hoque.  Accordingly they are acquitted from the charge of 

section 447/325/307/149 IPC and are set at liberty. 

30. Bail bond of accused persons shall remain stands for next six (6) months 

u/s 437(A) Cr.P.C. 

31. Send back the GR case record to the learned committal Court with a 

copy of the judgment.  

32. Given under hand and seal of this Court on this 20th day of March, 2019 

at Bilasipara, Dist- Dhubri.  

 

 

       (Smti S. Bhuyan) 

                       Addl. Session Judge, Bilasipara 

  Dictated and Corrected by me, 

 

          (Smti S. Bhuyan) 

 Addl. Session Judge, Bilasipara 

Typed by, 

Swmkhwr Brahma, Stenographer Gr. III.  
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APPENDIX 

 

PROSECUTION WITNESS:- 

PW-1 Soiam Uddin Ahmed,  

PW-2 Habibar Rahman,  

PW-3 Abbas Ali,  

PW-4 Sayed Ali,  

PW-5 Ismail Sk and  

PW-6 Hakimuddin SK.  

 

PROSECUTION EXHIBIT:- 

Ext-1 Complaint petition,  

Ext-2 Statement of PW-1 recorded u/s 200 Cr.P.C,  

Ext-3 Statement of PW-2 recorded u/s 202 Cr.P.C,   

Ext-4 Statement of PW-3 recorded u/s 202 Cr.P.C,  

Ext-5 statement of PW-4 recorded u/s 202 Cr.P.C and  

Ext-6 Statement of PW-5 recorded u/s 202 Cr.P.C 

 

DEFENCE WITNESS :- NIL 

DEFENCE EXHIBITS :- NIL 

COURT WITNESS :- NIL 

COURT EXHIBITS :- NIL 

 

 

(Smti S. Bhuyan) 

Addl. Session Judge, Bilasipara 

 

 

 


